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About This Content

Ride into battle atop a gleaming Obsidian Warhorse, exclusive to this great Paladins bundle!

Even better: You’ll get 3 MILLION Battle Pass XP to level up and unlock sweet loot. And you’ll get 200 Crystals to unlock your
favorite Skin, Emote, or Voice Pack!

The Obsidian Pack contains:
The Obsidian Warhorse Mount Skin

3 Million Battle Pass XP
200 Crystals
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Title: Paladins - Obsidian Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play
Developer:
Evil Mojo Games
Publisher:
Hi-Rez Studios
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit or newer

Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or Athlon X2 2.7 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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stress reliever. Minit is a lovely action adventure game in the vein of the old Zelda games. This is pretty much the only game
where the time limit is actually a fun and enhancing feature. It really makes you pay attention to your surroundings as there are
only so few places that you can visit in such a short time. And when you finally figure it out, it feels immensely satisfying. Minit
is a masterpiece in game design. 5\/5

Pros:
- While the game world is small, it is filled to the brim with secrets
- Every screen feels unique
- Great soundtrack
- Just plain fun

Cons:
- It is only like, heh, a minit long. Woa, I really like the sound effects and the classic style graphics. Easy and fast intro, that
takes me straight into the fightings (and taco making). Immensely fun!. I bought this game for $2 on sale, so in that sense, it's
worth the money.

In a nutshell, build structures, spam click to produce resources that will let you build more structures...and that's the game.

It's not terrible, but can't recommend this one...unless it's on sale again.. A quality game beat it in time shown and will probobly
return to play it again at a later date.
All puzzles give stisfaction after you beat them and it was fun to figure them out.

I would say that the only downside is that there isnt more, so more levels would be apreciated.
other than that 9.9\/9. you end up doing some lame maze stuff instead of playing pinball the whole time
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where's the bloody tutorial/step-by-step guide? hardcore too much maybe?. one of the most beautiful, thought-engaging visual
novels i have ever read

as a forewarning, the story can be slow to some. for me, the world seabed has created for itself is so breathtaking, so magical,
that the slow pace of it all never bothered me.

absolutely lovely novel centered around the relationship between two women, give it a chance if you're interested in girls love or
mysteries. A bunch of pretentious drivel. The game trys to be deep and phylosphical, but it just ends up been slow, boring, and
cheesy. The ending is terrible. The pacing is slow and dull. Plan on just 30-40 minutes of walking with cruise control while
having terrible poems recited to you by a monocrome voice actor.

I do appreciate that this game is trying to be something different, and for that it deserves praise. It just fails to be interesting or
engaging. I found myself 2-3 times browing the web on my phone while my character was on walking cruise control.. Anyone
remember Motor City Online? I get the same feeling playing this game, it has a TON of potential and I've been enjoying my
time so far. Well worth the price aslong as you don't go in to this game thinking its like CMS because it is not.. I havent even
play with this dlc yet cuz it came out like 20 minutes ago but i bet its good lol. The artwork is really good, but the gameplay is
annoying. Completed the first puzzle eventually, stuck on the second, asked for a refund.

Have to wonder what the developers were thinking.. easy casual game with various versions of mahjong

79\/100. too anyone out there plz wait for the full game it take me a lot time waste it take so long to long the f$$$ing game. fun
lil game, defo worth a look
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